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Tackling the
cloud journey
in a pragmatic fashion

Dr Brian Armstrong, MD,
Telkom Business
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hen the concept of convergence is discussed, it is usually
approached from a fairly narrow perspective: people speak
of the convergence between ﬁxed and mobile, or voice and
data, or IT and telecoms. According to Telkom Business, each of the
above areas is a subset of true convergence, which is, in effect, the coming together of previously disconnected market spaces. These market
spaces are now merging at a service, device and platform level, which
leads directly to the cloud, widely accepted to be future of computing.
Cloud is absolutely central to Telkom’s strategy going forward, according to Dr Brian Armstrong, MD of Telkom Business. He says that the two
high-level journeys towards convergence encompass the cloud and uniﬁed communications, and he insists that this must be understood as a
journey, rather than an event, since they are ongoing processes.
“Nothing ever stands still. From when telephony was born in the early
part of the 20th century, we have seen changes that have included the
birth of computing, the development of end-user computing, the advent
of mobile telephony and the growth of the internet. It should therefore be
clear that the cloud is just another stepping stone to a future evolution or
revolution,” he says.
“Telkom Business understands this, but it also understands how to
leverage its lengthy experience in operational processes and best practices to deliver a world class cloud service. This is something that is
embedded in our corporate DNA and is therefore the foundation that underpins our cloud offering.”

Armstrong adds that the company has a number of other key differentiators that set it apart from the competition. He says that the cloud, by
deﬁnition, depends on the network, and Telkom has positioned its datacentre at the heart of its network. This means that there is no ‘double
hop’ for the client to access the cloud architecture, since the moment the
customer enters the network, they are in the datacentre.
“One of the necessary conditions for an effective cloud solution is scale,
and in South Africa, no one else can offer the kind of scale that Telkom
can. But more than mere scale, we also have wonderful customer relationships to a build on. As the incumbent telco operator, we already have
an active business relationship with the vast majority of local companies,
so assisting them to the next level of convergence should be a simple
matter for us.”
One of the most critical things a CIO demands from a cloud provider is
the ability to commit to service levels on an end-to-end basis, adds Armstrong. Since Telkom is able to provide a truly integrated offering, it is able
to deliver an equally comprehensive service level, he says.
“One of the key decisions we took when creating a cloud solution was
to take our core IT operations unit – known as Cybernest – that has been
providing IT services to Telkom for decades at a massive scale, and use
this as the base for the cloud offering. Cybernest employs some 600
experienced managers, engineers and technology specialists and they
combine to deliver a depth of skills and expertise that the competition
cannot match.”
This, he explains, is another huge differentiator for the organisation.
After all, one of the biggest reasons for moving to the cloud is that IT is
not a client’s core business. Therefore, they struggle to attract and retain
the right calibre of IT skills. With the vast resources and experience at its
disposal, Telkom is able to deliver a comprehensive skills set to underpin
its cloud offering.
“I have no doubt that the cloud genuinely offers the prospect of transforming the way in which IT is delivered in South Africa. Telkom aims to
be at the forefront of this transformative journey, and will assist its clients
to migrate and evolve in the fashion that best suits their business strategies,” he concludes.
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